Lead Full-Stack Software Engineer @ Voice AI Startup!

Location: Belmont, MA
Available: Immediately

We are growing! We’re looking for an experienced Full-Stack Software Lead with exceptional software design, project organization, and architecture instincts to help build and expand VocaliD’s award-winning Voice AI platform and products.

From creating voices to protecting them, our team at VocaliD works at the forefront of voice AI. Our solutions address the voice AI needs of individuals and organizations across numerous verticals. Not only do we create custom voices to enhance customer experiences for organizations and empower those living with speechlessness, we also proactively build tools to safeguard against unintended and nefarious uses of voice technology. (Learn more about our origins by watching our founder Rupal Patel’s TED talk).

Our company is built on innovation, credibility, respect, and grit. The right candidate genuinely enjoys the excitement and energy of early-stage startups. You should be agile, open-minded and collaborative with a growth mindset. We are looking for a creative problem solver with strong communication skills with a proven track record of software development. Candidates should have a consistent history of implementing software engineering best practices as an individual contributor and on engineering teams.

**General Responsibilities:**
- Optimize product quality, performance, security, scalability and infrastructure
- Enhance voice building pipeline, optimize AWS deployments and develop web-based products for enterprise clients.
- Communicate progress and roadblocks to team members
- Practice agile design principles and manage progress to meet deadlines

**Technical Proficiency Requirements:**
- Deploy and secure infrastructure on AWS
- Relational database schema design & query authoring (e.g. PostgreSQL, MySQL)
- Containerization (e.g. Docker, Kubernetes)
- Infrastructure as code (e.g. Cloudformation, Terraform, etc...)
- Asynchronous background task management (e.g. Message queues & task queues)

**Additional assets:**
- Web app backend paradigms and frameworks (e.g. Django/Flask, Node.js)
- Single-page app client frameworks (e.g. AngularJS, React, Meteor, etc...)
- Experience with iOS or Android App development

**Our Stack:**
Python | Django/Flask | AngularJS | PostgreSQL | AWS (ECS, S3) | Android, iOS & Windows Apps

We are an equal opportunity employer and offer competitive compensation with equity, commensurate with experience. Please submit a cover letter & resume to jobs@vocaliD.ai; Visit us at www.vocalid.ai for more information about VocaliD.